In this paper we present a source extraction technique for multiple uniform linear arrays distributed in space. The technique adopts the Ray Space Transform representation of the sound field, which is inherently based on the Plane Wave Decomposition. The Ray Space Transform gives us an intuitive representation of the acoustic field, thus enabling the adoption of geometrically-motivated constraints in the spatial filter design. The proposed approach is semi-blind since it needs as input an estimate of the source positions. We prove the effectiveness of the proposed solution through simulations using both white noise and speech signals.
INTRODUCTION
The extraction of acoustic sources using microphone arrays is a challenging and widely investigated problem in the signal processing community, e.g. [1, 2] . The majority of the algorithms in the literature address this problem using spatial filtering techniques applied to a single microphone array that samples the acoustic scene. However, in the recent literature several techniques that use distributed microphone arrays have appeared [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . When multiple microphone arrays are present, the planar waveforms assumption fails, hence suitable signal models for the near-field case have to be adopted [10, 11, 12] . In this paper we propose a filter design technique for this scenario. More precisely, we adopt the Ray Space Transform representation of the sound field recently introduced in [13] . The advantage of the Ray Space Transform is that it provides analysis and synthesis operators, which exhibit perfect reconstruction capabilities, thus making it possible to perform processing operations in the Ray Space in a lossless fashion, while keeping the geometrical intuitive representation of the Ray Space [14] . The spatial filter that performs the source extraction is designed in the Ray Space in a two-steps process: in the first one we select the plane wave components that must be kept through simple geometric rules that aim at discarding the components which either exhibit the influence of the interferer or are not related to the desired source. The second step consists of a linearly constrained minimum variance beamformer designed in the ray space.
FROM RAY SPACE TRANSFORM TO MULTIVIEW RAY SPACE TRANSFORM
In this section we shortly revisit the Ray Space Transform (RST) and we extend its use to multiple linear arrays distributed in the space.
The RST is based on a short space-time Fourier transform of the signals captured by a microphone array and enables to evaluate the acoustics field in different points of the space along different directions. More precisely, the signals acquired by the microphones are first converted in the frequency domain. Then, for each subband centered around frequency ω, a spatial window is applied using shifted Gaussian windows modulated by complex exponential basis functions that span a set of prescribed directions. Assuming a continuous aperture displaced along the y axis from −q 0 to q 0 this can be formalized as
where ω is the temporal frequency, c is the speed of sound, i = 0, . . . I − 1 is the index of the spatial window,
with w = 0, . . . , W − 1 encodes the modulation angle of the complex exponential, p(y, ω) is the signal acquired at position y and ψ * is the window. Despite different windows can be employed [14] , the Gaussian one offers perfect reconstruction capabilities.
The parametrization of [Y] i,w (ω) depends on the indexes i and w that control the position of the window along the array and the angle towards which the window is "tuned", respectively. In [13] , the ray space parameterization is adopted, in which a plane wave component is represented by an acoustic ray, i.e. the direction locally orthogonal to the plane wave. In particular, acoustic rays are parameterized by the parameters (m, q), where m represents the slope and q the intercept of the line on which the acoustic ray lies [15] . However, as underlined in [16] , this representation of the acoustic rays is not suitable when multiple arrays are present in the acoustic scene due to the singularity of the mapping for rays parallel to y axis. A projective parameterization of the rays enables to remove this singularity. In [16] it is also shown how to convert the ray space attached to each array to the global projective ray space. However, the transformation of the array data operated in [16] is not invertible.
In this paper we apply the geometrical framework of the projective ray space to the Ray Space Transform, thus enabling processing of the array data in the ray space in a lossless fashion. As done in [13] , we transform the integral equation in (1), which can be repurposed for the ath discrete array (a = 1, . . . , A) as
where p (a) (ω) is a vector that contains the signals acquired by the microphones in the ath array, y (a) (ω) contains the transform coefficients associated to each pair (m (a) , q (a) ) and the elements of the matrix Ψ (a) (ω) are given by
where
is the index of the microphone and d (a) is the microphone spacing in the ath array, i.e. without loss of generality we consider uniform linear arrays in this work. We can now use the transformation described in [16] in order to map the value in y (a) (ω) to a global ray space where each point is identified by the parameters (l 1,G , l 2,G , l 3,G ) of the homogeneous line equation l 1,G x + l 2,G y + l 3,G = 0. If we assume that each ray is visible only from at most a single array, we can construct a block diagonal matrix to obtain all transform coefficients for all the arrays in one go as
Moreover, if we juxtapose all the vectors
This equation allows us to transform the signals acquired by all the arrays to a global projective ray space domain. It is worth noticing that when we parametrize the rays in a projective form, we obtain infinitely many triplets that equivalently describe the same ray, i.
The parameter α can be arbitrarily chosen.
SIGNAL EXTRACTION USING MULTIPLE ARRAY
In this section, we go through a filtering technique developed in the projective Ray Space domain in order to extract the signal emitted by a desired source in the presence of interferers using multiple arrays. The method is semi-blind since the position of the sources has to be known in advance or estimated for example with the method proposed in [16] . The model adopted for the signal received by the ath array is
N ] is the matrix that contains the transfer function vectors from the N sources to the sensors of the ath array, which counts L (a) microphones, while
T contains the signals emitted by the N sources and
T is the additive noise vector. The dependency on the temporal frequency ω will be omitted for brevity. If we want to model the overall output signal of all the microphone arrays present in the scene we can write ⎡ ⎢ ⎣ p (1) . . .
. . .
As seen in (5), we can map the signal p G on the projective ray space by using the matrix Ψ G and we can directly apply a filter h in this domain to obtain
where h ∈ C (
is the vector of filter coefficients. Notice that the number of filter coefficients depends on the number of arrays and how densely we sample the ray space, thus it can become very large. In order to overcome this problem, the source extraction approach presented in this section is divided in two steps: the first one is used to select which elements in the projective ray space must be retained by setting some filter coefficients to zero, while in the second an optimization problem is solved in order to set the filter coefficients that have not been zeroed in the first step. The following two paragraphs describe the two steps separately.
Source Extraction Algorithm: first step
We take advantage of the intuitive projective ray space representation of a signal. In particular, we can think of setting to zero some components of the ray space that do not honor prescribed constraints. We assume the location of the desired source to be known (see [16] for efficient localization in the projective ray space), and we set to zero the elements of the ray space relative to rays that do not pass in its neighborhood. More precisely, we can think of drawing a circle of radius n around each source. Formally, this is given by where U = diag(1, 1, 0), r n = [x n , y n , 1] is the position vector of the nth source in homogeneous coordinates. Each one of these sets contains all the rays whose distance from the position of the nth source is less than n . If we assume, without loss of generality, that the first source is the desired one, we can define the set of rays to be retained as
If L G is the set of all rays, we can definȇ
as the set of discarded rays. In Fig. 1 an illustration of the different types of rays is shown. In this particular case we have that {l 1 
Once we have identified which rays belong to the setS, we can set to zero all the coefficients of h(ω) relative to the triplets in this set.
The radius n is given by
where ι n is an arbitrary threshold value,
and r n = [x n , y n ] T . The rationale behind this policy is that an array close to the source can "see" it easily and, at the same time, if this source is an interferer it "occludes" the view of the array. Hence, the radius increases with the reciprocal of the distance from the nth source to the nearest microphone. The threshold value ι n is useful in order to avoid the situation • S = ∅ caused by a big value of n .
Source Extraction Algorithm: second step
The design of the coefficients of the spatial filter in 
where ρ n = x 2 n + y 2 n is the distance from the origin of the global reference frame. As in the classical LCMV beamformer design [17, Chap. 6], we minimize the variance of the noise component of the output of the filter y e (ω), that in this case is defined as
If we assume that the noise components in the microphone signals are spatially white (i.e E e G e H G = I) and we consider only the filter coefficients that have not been zeroed in the first step, we can rewrite (14) as E y
The distortionless constraint of the desired source imposes that
Conversely, interferers are attenuated by imposing that
where n ∈ R + is a small value less than one that sets the amplitude of the spatial response in the nth interferer location. This value can also be set to zero, but this is not a convenience choice because it decreases the performances in terms of robustness to localization errors [18] . In order to further gain robustness against localization errors we impose that
with r i = [x i , y i ] T being the coordinates of the ith microphone. The final optimization problem results to be ι n 50 cm (target source) 10 cm (interfering sources)
0.12
100 and
where 0 ∈ R 1×2(N −1) is a vector of all zeros. The solution to (20) is [19] 
Once obtained
• h 0 from (23), we can construct the overall filter h by placing the coefficients that have been set to zero in the first step and the ones obtained in the second step at the right place in the vector h(ω).
SIMULATIONS
We validate the proposed method using two different simulations. The benchmark algorithm is a near-field beamformer robust against localization errors [20] . We use two metrics: the ΔSINR (Delta Signal to Interferences plus Noise Ratio) and the TPS (Target related perceptual score). Both these metrics have been computed using the freely available tool presented in [21] .
The signal is transformed in the temporal frequency domain with an STFT (Short-Time-Fourier-Transform) of 1024 samples Hanning window and 256 samples of hop size. The setup of all the experiments is shown in Fig. 2 where the microphone spacing, both for the single and for the multiple arrays case is fixed at d = 10 cm. The filter parameters are summarized in Table. 1.
In the first simulation, we have studied the behavior of our approach in terms of the ΔSINR as a function of the distance δ x between the two sources denoted by (a) and (b) in In the second simulation, we have studied the behavior of our methodology in terms of TPS by varying both the number of sources and the desired source extracted. The signal used for the four sources are speech signals taken from [22] . In particular, with reference to the setup in Fig. 2 , we have simulated all possible ordered selections with 2,3 and 4 elements. In Fig. 4 two bar plots report the TPS overall mean based on the selected desired source and on the number of sources active in the scene. As we can see for both the situations our approach improves, even if both algorithms perform quite well, ranging TPS from 0 to 100.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed a method for the extraction of sound sources using multiple microphone arrays. The design of the filter is done using an intuitive and unified representation of the sound field captured by the different arrays. An optimization problem is set up in a two stage fashion in order to minimize the undesired signal contributions and increase the robustness to localization errors in. We have provided numerical evaluations to prove the effectiveness of the proposed solution.
